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Which 
mushroom 
species 
can 
I 
SUCCESSFULLY

grow?

THIS ONE THIS ONE THIS ONE

?



Shiitake
Cold and Warm temperature strains 
are used to produce mushrooms in 

multiple seasons.



Which media to use to inoculate?
Shiitake: thin bark white or red oak logs 4-8 
inch wide.
Oyster: deciduous logs 8+inches wide, 
straw, aspen wood shavings, most cellulous 
products like shredded paper. 
Wine Cap Stropharia: at least 75% 
deciduous wood chips, shavings, sawdust.



Tools and supplies

1.  High speed drill & special bit for Sawdust Spawn, 
Inoculator(plunger), soft wax for Shiitake(from 
fieldforest.net. 
2.  Hammer for Plug Spawn for Oyster for Shiitake.
3.  Restaurant style aluminum foil wraps, wide tape & 
black garbage bags for Oyster using grain spawn.



Shiitake
Lentinula edodes





How To(in brief)
1.  Obtain live logs.
2.  Drill holes.
3.  Inoculate with plug, dowel or sawdust spawn.
4.  Wax over holes to keep vermin out and keep spawn moist.
5.  Set logs aside in shaded area where rain can hit logs, 3-4 inches off 
the ground.
6.  Cover with landscape fabric.
7.  Heavily sprinkle water for 1-2 hours twice a week for the next 3-5 
months until you see white at ends of logs (keep landscape fabric on 
logs).
8.  Keep fabric on until you see flushes of mushrooms (no need to 
continue watering).



What to do with your Shiitake logs after you get them home.
1. Using whatever you have at your disposal (bricks, logs, etc.), place your logs horizontally on the ground approximately
4-24 inches above the ground in a partial to fully shaded (best) area that will receive rain. If you have more than 3-4 logs,
use the log-cabin method to stack them.
2. Place landscape fabric over the logs to inhibit birds from picking at the mycelium in the holes and this also shades the
logs during the spawn run.
3. Place any type of sprinkler head on top of your log(s).
4. Water the logs for 1-2 hours twice a week for the next 3-4 months or until you see while spots on the ends of the logs.
That means the spawn run is complete. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THIS METHOD. IT WILL INSURE YOUR LOG(S)
HAVE THE CHANCE TO HAVE A SUCCESSFUL SPAWN RUN (mushrooms will only fruit once the spawn run is complete).
5. After the spawn run is complete, you can leave the landscape fabric on or take it off. It doesn’t matter at this point.
Some like to keep the fabric on to help shade up until the first flush.
Logs inoculated with warmer temperature Shiitake strain spawn may fruit at the end of this summer or next summer. Logs
inoculated with cold temperature spawn will fruit with the following fall next year. The spawn run for cold temperature
spawn takes longer than warmer temperature spawn. Be patient. When the mycelium decides it’s time to fruit the
Shiitake mushrooms, it will happen. You can’t force it. If you have more than one log, don’t be concerned if one log fruits
initially and one doesn’t it. This is Mother Nature doing her thang. When you do see Shiitakes flushing or fruiting, pick
them when their caps are fully extended yet not flattened out totally. They are at their tastiest at this point. Cut the
mushroom at the log and trim off the stem to either dry the stem for grinding into a fine powder for saucing. Older, more
mature Shiitake can be dried and pulverized for flavoring sauces as well.



High speed drill bit auger

Angle grinder adapter

High speed drill

Sawdust spawn 

inoculator



Black & Decker 7750 4-1/2-

Inch Small Angle Grinder-$37

Adapter  $35

Drill bit  $16























Oyster
Pleurotus ostreatus



How To
1.  Obtain live logs, straw, wood shavings or sawdust from deciduous wood.
2.  Logs: Drill holes, inoculate with plug, dowel or sawdust spawn or place Grain Spawn on top of 
each end of wide logs, cover with aluminum wrap, tape with shipping tape, place in tightly closed 
black garbage bags, set outside for 2-3 months until logs are covered in mycelium.
4.  Logs: Wax over holes to keep vermin out and keep spawn moist.
5.  Set logs aside in shaded area where rain can hit logs, 3-4 inches off the ground.
6.  Cover with landscape fabric.
7.  Heavily sprinkle water for 1-2 hours twice a week for the next 3-5 months until you see white 
at ends of logs (keep landscape fabric on logs).
8.  Keep fabric on until you see flushes of mushrooms (no need to continue watering).
9.  Straw, wood shavings, sawdust beds or bags: heat media to 160f for an hour, then cool to 
room temperature and place in bags, placing a little spawn mixed in with media, pressing very 
tightly, tie and close ends. Using knife place X holes in plastic bags every 6 inches. Leave in 85-
90% rH area covered until fruiting occurs.



Sugar Bee
Farm Tour
Milwaukee









Growing oysters inside.



















































Wine Cap 
Stropharia
Stropharia rugosoannulata



How To
1.  Obtain FREE 75% deciduous wood chips from local tree service. One bag of 
spawn from FieldForest.Net will inoculate and area at least 20x20 ft. by 4-6 inches 
deep.
2.  Spread wood chips out 4-6 inches deep in a very shaded area that will be rained 
on.
3.  Stamp down entire area well to compact the chips.
4.  Using a hoe, make rows every two feet or so.  
5.  Spread the grain spawn into the rows, sparingly so that you use all the spawn for 
the large area. 
6.  Spread the chips inside the open rows and re-stamp to compact.
7.  Let mother nature do the rest, allowing the spawn to grow and mycelium will 
spread throughout the area, taking the rest of the season. When the mycelium is 
ready to fruit,  usually after a heavy rain that season or next, fruiting will occur.  
When you have a mature bed covered in white mycelium you can transfer shovels 
into other areas to continue to cultivate Stropharia.











Sclerotia: compact mass of hardened fungal 
mycelium containing food reserves capable of remaining 
dormant for long periods.

hyphae-hyphal 
threads





Is this the largest organism in the world? This 2,400-acre
[970-hectare] site in eastern Oregon had a contiguous
growth of mycelium before logging roads cut through it.
Estimated at 1,665 football fields in size and 2,200 years
old, this one fungus has killed the forest above it several
times over, and in so doing has built deeper soil layers
that allow the growth of ever-larger stands of trees.
Mushroom-forming forest fungi are unique in that their
mycelial mats can achieve such massive proportions.

— Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running



Shiitake Inoculation Event
Mequon, WI

Saturday June 4, 2016 9am-12noon
Rain Date Sunday June 5.




















